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bird puppet
hot lava in Hawaii
toys from real cars
Find the numerals.
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Top: The young
bird is fed with a
hand puppet.
Below: The magpie’s
box is kept warm.

Pull Apart! This publication is arranged
as eight “nested” weekly lesson sheets.

Little magpie is hungry. Why
does a puppet hold the food?
Zookeepers do not want the
bird to get used to people.

READ MORE

They use a hand puppet. It has
a red beak and green feathers.
It looks like Mama!
Experts think there are only 100 green magpies from the island of Java left in the world. Every
egg is important. This bird is in a zoo in the Czech Republic. Its parents threw one egg out of
the nest. Zookeepers rescued the other one. They do not want to tame the chick. So keepers
use a hand puppet. Job 38:41 asks, “Who provides for the [magpie] its prey
when its young ones cry to God for help?”
AP Photos
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The volcano popped and hissed.

H

Hawaii has a large volcano
called Kilauea [kil-uh-WAY-uh].
Hot melted rock bubbled out of
the ground. It looked like thick,
black, boiling caramel sauce.
It oozed down hills. Trees and
buildings caught fire. People had
to leave their homes.
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People watch the lava.

READ MORE

Mount Kilauea has erupted for 35 years. The lava mostly comes from the top of the volcano.
This time channels, called “vents,” under the ground carried the bubbling lava along. It burst
through cracks in roads. It burned trees and homes. People moved to safer areas. Nahum 1:5
tells us that “the mountains quake before [God]; the hills melt.”
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READ MORE

The volcano
smokes and
steams, and
lava oozes
over a road.

d.

Hot Wheels look

like real cars.
Zoom, zoom! Hot Wheels
toy cars have whizzed along
for 50 years.

The Twin Mill is a favorite Hot Wheel and show car.

Mattel makes those zippy cars.
It wants some new models.
Car lovers showed off their
real Hot Wheels cars.
People picked
ones they liked.
Mattel will make
little cars just like
the real ones.

Mitch Allread’s Rat Rod was a winner.
Can you imagine it as a Hot Wheel toy?

The first-ever set of Hot Wheels

hotos

READ MORE

READ MORE

and
ville,
01. •
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Mattel made 16 models of Hot Wheels cars 50 years ago. The company wants to make a new
batch of “Sweet 16” cars. Owners of snazzy cars showed them off at some Walmart stores.
People at each stop picked a favorite. It will be copied as a Hot Wheel. God does
not want us to copy (imitate) evil. He wants us to copy Him. Read 3 John 11.
AP Photos
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Find a numeral hidden in each bird. Write the word for that numeral in the
box. Turn your paper to find sideways or upside-down hidden numerals.

one
two

4

three
four
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five
six

seven
eight

nine
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sea creatures glow
stone markers
girls build robots
finish whale words

Blue whale dusting
Blue whales live in water.
They do not need cleaning!
But this blue whale is a
model. It hangs in a museum.
Dust and grime covered it.
Workers swished brushes.
They vacuumed.

READ MORE

The whale is shiny again.

Genesis 1:21 says, “So God created the great sea creatures.” And blue whales are great
indeed. They can grow as long as three school buses end-to-end. They can weigh as much as
24 African elephants! This model hangs in a museum in New York City. It is not quite
so heavy. But it does get dusty. Once a year, workers go up on a lift to vacuum and
brush the dirt away. The job takes several days.
AP Photos
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George Washington made a map of where to put boundary stones like this one.
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Who built your town?
Washington, D.C., is our nation’s capital.
The people who built the city made plans.
They drew pictures. They set borders.
Stone markers show where those borders were.

2
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READ MORE

People who first build a city are called “founders.” President George Washington chose the
land on which the Federal City would be built. He was a founder. Men were hired to set out
forty stone boundary (border) markers. Thirty-six of those stones still stand. But they are not
cared for as well as other monuments. People work to fix that. Jesus is a builder too.
He is “the founder and perfecter of our faith.” Read Hebrews 12:2.
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Who cares for the stones? They are monuments.

Who likes to
build robots?
There was a robotics contest.
Each team built a robot and
raced it against others.
Most of the teams had boys,
or boys and some girls. A few
teams had only girls.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Will more girls learn to build robots?

Students from around the world were at a contest called, “For Inspiration and Recognition
of Science and Technology.” Each team had designed and built a robot that would move
around in a playing area. It also picked up and moved objects. Until now, most robotics teams
have had only boys as members. This contest had a few all-girls teams. One girl said
to other girls, “Try to build things. You are learning real-world skills.” Proverbs 24:3
reminds us, “By wisdom a house is built.”
AP Photos
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Circle the letter that finishes
the whale word. Write that
letter in the empty box.
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They have new helmets.

These are the Swiss Guards.
They protect the Pope.

LESSON

3
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3
4

Plastic helmets?
Mississippi model
aardvark milk
How many mistakes?

Sometimes the men wear
“Gala Uniforms.” These look
like they did long ago. But
their helmets are new.
The old helmets were iron.
They were heavy.

READ MORE

The new ones are plastic.
They are lighter and cooler.
Swiss Guards have colorful uniforms. Their helmets were made from iron. They were heavy
and hot. The Guards now have new black helmets made of plastic. Swiss Guards are part of
the world’s oldest and smallest army. They do not always wear these uniforms. But they always
protect the Pope. He is the leader of the Roman Catholic Church. The Bible says that
the aim of a soldier is to please the one who enlisted him. See 2 Timothy 2:4.
AP Photos
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Some scientists play with water.
A picture
of the land
shines on the
river model.

People carved a model
of the Mississippi River.
They put water in it.
A scientist walks across
the model to check a
measuring tool.

The Mississippi carries
sand, mud, and gravel.
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The model shows where
it will go. It shows
where water will wear
away the land.

Zo
fro
to

READ MORE

The Mississippi River once carried sand all the way to the Gulf of Mexico. That filled in the
coastline. Now much of that deposit goes straight into the ocean. Scientists have built a
model. It shows 200 miles of the lower part of the river. They fill it with water and sand to see
where sediment ends up. Then they will learn how to move the sand along.
Psalm 74:15 reminds us that God “split open springs and brooks.”

2
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READ MORE
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Winsol
shares.

Winsol is a baby aardvark.
He gets milk from his
mama. He shares his milk.
Zookeepers take a little bit
from Mama. They send it
to another zoo.

READ MORE

READ MORE

People test it. They learn
what aardvarks need.
They make milk to help
other cubs.
Scientists at the Smithsonian National Zoo study animal milk. They learn how it changes as
a baby grows. They find out how to make formulas for other zoos to use. Sometimes zoo
babies are too weak to nurse. Or their mamas cannot feed them. The formulas will help the
babies grow big and strong. Winsol and his mama Ali live at the Cincinnati Zoo.
Hebrews 13:16 reminds us: “Do not neglect to do good and to share what you
have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to God.”
AP Photos
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How many silly mistakes can you find? Describe the mistakes.

4
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This turtle fell off a wall!
Its shell cracked into
three pieces.
LESSON

4

1
2
3
4

fixing a turtle shell
better rubber bands
Lego jobs
matching shells

Doctors used screws, zip
ties, and tooth glue. The
shell will heal in a year.
But tortoises can live
to be 100. This one has
sixty years to go!

1

A vet puts screws
into the shell.

2
Glue is smeared
over cracks.

3

READ MORE

Zip ties pull the
shell together.

Tortoises are turtles that mostly live on land. This African spurred tortoise must have been a
pet. It escaped from its yard. Then a dog chased it. The turtle fell off a wall ten feet
high. It took vets three hours to repair the breaks. Psalm 90:10 tells us that, “the
years of our life are seventy.” Many tortoises live to be much older.
AP Photos
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What are
rubber
bands for?
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This thin material
is graphene.

I

Bands start as
chunks of rubber.
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A company in Arkansas
makes rubber bands.
These can hold your
hair back. Or grip a lid.
Could rubber bands
also check your temp’
or heart rate?

2
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READ MORE

“Do you see a man skillful in his work?” asks the writer in Proverbs 22. The workers at
Alliance Rubber have great skill to make millions of pounds of rubber bands each year. Some
are brightly colored. Others smell good. There are things that could make rubber bands even
more useful. Workers could add graphene to them. Then the bands could show how
long we have been in the sun. Or they could take our blood pressure.

6/9/18 7:12 AM

READ MORE

The rubber tube
is cut into slices.

Im
an

Stephanie Hope
starts a Lego model.

Is it work or is it play?
Is it play when you build
Legos?

Israel puts pieces
together in the
big workshop.

The projects take
up entire tables.

These grown-ups build
Lego skyscrapers and
animals and people. All
day. Every day. It is work.
But it is fun too. They
hide little models of
themselves in every piece!

READ MORE

READ MORE

Imagine having bins
and bins of pieces.

Genesis 5:1 tells us, “When God created man, He made him in the likeness of God.”
People at the model shop in Lakeland, Florida, are making new Lego models for Legolands
around the world. It is a fun job. But it is work too. They follow patterns to build and glue
bricks together. Often they cannot say what they are making. The Legoland wants it
kept secret. But they know their work makes people happy. And that is a good feeling.
AP Photos
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A tortoise
lives on land. A
sea turtle lives
in water.

Paciﬁc Ridley

Draw lines so
that the right
half of a shell
matches the
left half.

Green

Color the
turtles.

4

Atlantic Ridley
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How many
lines did you
draw? Write
that number in
the red circle.

Leatherback
R. Bishop

6/9/18 7:09 AM

Make a lot of
mess really fast!
Mr. V.D.H. had an idea:
What if kids could be like a
dump truck or a bulldozer?

LESSON
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4

hand sand diggers
bugs for fish
climbing a mountain
What do tools do?

He invented a toy kids can
wear on their hands!
Rrrumble, rrumble. Kids
pretend to be a machine
that digs dirt or plows snow!

READ MORE

The toys are HandTrux.

The Apostle Paul reminds us in Galatians 6:9 not to “grow weary” of doing good to
others and for God’s own glory. It has taken Ernest Van Den Heuvel ten years to see his
brainstorm become real toys. Mr. V.D.H. knows how to operate the real machines his
toys imitate. He believes kids should be able to play outdoors and to imagine. He
says kids can “dig, dig, dig.” Maybe a few kids will work the real machines one day!
AP Photos
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Fish need bugs.
A guide holds a
weak humpback
chub in the
Colorado river.

Skinny, weak fish swim in part of
this river. They are hungry.
It is an adult
midge. Fish eat
this bug’s larvae.

Scientist Ted Kennedy checks what kind of water insects
he has caught in a net.

Insect eggs do not hatch. Bugs do
not flit over the water. Fish do not
catch tasty insects.

Ka

Scientists have a plan. Will it work?

M

2
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READ MORE

A stretch of the Colorado River lies below the Glen Canyon Dam. Plenty of water often flows
over the dam. But sometimes the water level is low. People control that flow of water. Fish
experts want a steady flow of water when insect eggs are laid there. The eggs will not dry
out. Midges and black flies will hatch. The fish will have food to eat. They will grow
strong. God told Adam and Eve in Genesis 1:28 to “have dominion over the fish
of the sea.”
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Science students check for bugs in a light trap.

He set a
record!
Wind blows. Ice and snow
freeze. It is hard to breathe.
Kami Rita climbs the world’s
tallest mountain. He has
gone to the top 22 times!

Kami Rita

He is the first person ever
to do that!

Mount Everest

READ MORE

READ MORE

Climbers work hard
to make their way
up Mount Everest.

Mount Everest is the world’s tallest mountain. The Sherpa people in Nepal have lived on this
mountain all of their lives. They know what it is like. Kami Rita is a climbing guide. He leads
other people up to the very top of the mountain. He is glad for his job. But it is
hard. He does not want his children to do it. Psalm 147:17 tells us that the Lord
“hurls down His crystals of ice like crumbs.”
AP Photos
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HandTrux are toys. But they are also tools. They are tools for digging. Here are more tools.
Step 1: In each box, circle the letter of the tool that is not like the others.
Step 2: Write the letters of those tools in the boxes below. What does the sentence say?

X

J

I
K

1

V

2

W
H

F

Q

G
U
3

4

S

R
T
E

P

5

N

7

8
2
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a 4s
f o 5r
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(Colossians 3:23)
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Passenger pigeons

birds that are extinct
scent of Play-Doh
salt from seawater
pecking dot-to-dot

Eskimo curlew

Ivory-billed woodpeckers

Where did these birds go?
Once there were millions of
passenger pigeons.
People hunted the pesky birds.
Now there are none!

READ MORE

Scientists study some of the dead
pigeons. People learn how to
keep other birds from dying off.

There are not many
cerulean warblers left.

Huge flocks of passenger pigeons—maybe millions of them—flew over America long ago.
People hunted them. They became extinct. Seventeen dead passenger pigeons are in a
museum. Researchers study the birds. They work to keep other kinds of birds from becoming
extinct. Luke 2:24 reminds us that after baby Jesus was born Mary and Joseph
offered a sacrifice of “two young pigeons.”
AP Photos
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What is that fragrance?
Have you ever used Play-Doh?
What does it smell like?
The Hasbro Company
makes Play-Doh. It is
proud of how it smells.
So it got a trademark.

2
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AP Photos

READ MORE

Hasbro says Play-Doh has vanilla, cherry, and wheat-dough smells all combined. Some people
sell cologne and candles online. They call their products “Play-Doh.” Hasbro’s trademark
means that those people might have to pay fines if they keep using the name Play-Doh.
“A good name,” says Ecclesiastes 7:1, “is better than precious ointment.”
Hasbro wants to protect its name.

6/9/18 7:48 AM

READ MORE

Now no one else can sell
anything with that smell
and call it “Play-Doh.”

Yes.
You may eat it.
Sea water is salty. Very salty.
Mr. M. collects water from
the Atlantic Ocean. It goes
into black bins. He covers
the bins with glass.
Hot sun shines through.
Soon the water dries up.
Salt is left behind.
Sea salt is chunky.

Shaena and Brian McMahon put trays
of sea water into solar ovens.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Salt is hung in mesh
bags to finish drying.

Brian McMahon pumps water from the Atlantic Ocean at high tide on full-moon days. Water
has the most salt on those days. He made 100 boxes from old wood. He puts the water into
black plastic bins. Three bins go into each box. He covers the boxes with old windows.
Sun shines down. It gets hot inside. Soon the water evaporates. Salt is ready to eat!
Job asks in chapter 6, “Can that which is tasteless be eaten without salt?”
AP Photos
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Are Ivory-billed woodpeckers really gone? Find one in
this dot-to-dot. First connect letters in order.
Next, connect numbers in order. Finally, color the shapes.
N

O

L

K
5

4

M

6

3
J

7

1

2

25

26
23

C

24

8
9

22
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20
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G
12
15

H
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No huffing
and puffing
will blow it
down.

LESSON
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building with straw
dogs catch bad guys
Rainbow Mountain
Bear builds a house.

One of the Three Little Pigs could have
used this lesson.
College kids built a house of straw for a
class project! They used thick straw bales.

READ MORE

They covered the walls with adobe inside
and out. It will be snug and dry. And it
should not blow away!
Art and design students at the University of Michigan built a small house. They laid a
foundation of concrete. That is important. Matthew 7:24 says, “A wise man built his house
on the rock.” The walls are not made of loose straw. Thick bales are stacked and covered
with adobe. This is a mixture of dirt, plaster, and straw. Big beams sit on the bales and
hold them down. The roof rests on the beams. The floor is well-packed dirt.
AP Photos
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These dogs
hunt hunters.
Africa is home to
big rhinos. But
they are hunted
for their horns.
Joe B. lives in
Texas. He trains
Rhinos
coonhounds. He plans
to send some dogs to South Africa.
They know how to track people who
hunt rhinos. Mr. B. hopes his dogs will
help save rhinos.

2
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READ MORE

Last year, Joe Braman saw a badly hurt gray rhino in Africa. People had cut off its horns. Now
Mr. Braman trains coonhounds. He plans to send many of the dogs to South Africa. They will
go into the wild. They will track and catch people who are hurting rhinos. Then police will
arrest the hunters. Psalm 91:3 comforts us that God will always deliver us from
the trap of the hunter. Who would want to hurt God’s people?
AP Photos
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READ MORE

Joe Braman holds a coonhound and calls
the dogs he is training to follow him.

See what God has done!
What made these
mountains look like a
rainbow? Minerals in
the rocks color them.

READ MORE

READ MORE

A Peruvian
woman waits to
give visitors a
ride up the trail
to see Rainbow
Mountain.

The Indians saw their
beauty. Now people
come from around
the world. They cannot
believe their eyes!

“Without [Jesus] was not anything made that was made,” writes the Apostle John.
Did you ever think He would make mountains that look like rainbows? The Ausangate [owsahn-GOT-ay] Mountain is in Peru. It has turquoise, lavender, maroon, and gold stripes. This
“painted mountain” rises over 16,000 feet into the air. The Indians who live there
once herded alpacas. Now they use their horses to ferry visitors over the mountain.
AP Photos
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Step 1 Number the pictures in order.
Step 2 Write the picture number by the sentence that tells about that picture.

______ Saw the wood.
______ Brush on paint.

1

______ Pick a tree.
______ Nail on steps.
______ Build walls.

1

4
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No reins hold them back.

LESSON
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wild horses
fix up the Needle
less taro this year
first letter search

About 400 horses run wild in
Germany. But the reserve where
they live is not large. People
hold a round-up every year.

READ MORE

Men catch year-old males with
their bare hands. They sell the
horses. Owners will tame them.

God asks Job in 39:19, “Do you give the horse his strength?” People feed these horses
only when snow covers the ground or winter days are icy cold. The horses find their own food
in the woods and grasslands where they live. Once a year men catch the year-old
stallions to sell them. This helps the rest of the herd to have plenty to eat and drink.
AP Photos
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You can see the whole city!
The man is
working on the
new windows.

The Space Needle has a new look. Visitors can
see all of Seattle through tall glass windows.
The dining room floor is glass. Have lunch.
See a motor below. It turns the room in a circle.
Would you like to visit?

H
M

2
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READ MORE

New things were added this year to the Space Needle to make it more modern. The top level
is where visitors come to view the whole city. It has new floor-to-ceiling windows. Glass covers
the restaurant floor. A new motor turns the dining room in a complete circle—very slowly! No
one wants to fall over or to have food flying around! Isaiah 57:15 reminds us that
we do not have to be high up to have God love us. He lives with people who
are sorry for their sins.
AP Photos
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READ MORE

F
It

A woman plants taro seedlings before the bad rains.

It is like having
no potatoes.
Heavy rains ruined the crop.

A bowl of poi is
made from taro.

e.

Hard rain fell. Taro plants washed away.
Many people in Hawaii eat taro every day.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Farmers said, “Get your taro now.”
It could be a year until a new crop grows.

Taro root

Hawaii is not all volcano and lava (see Lesson 1, page 2). Many crops grow in Hawaii too.
Taro is starchy like a potato. The purple veggie grows in the ground. People make poi from it.
It is one of the main foods Hawaiians eat. Nearly 50 inches of rain fell on taro fields
in one day! It ruined the crops. God knows about the taro crops. Jeremiah 10:13
says, “When He utters His voice, there is a tumult of waters in the heavens.”
AP Photos
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The ﬁrst letter of each picture is the letter that belongs in that space. Magnet
starts with an M. MEN is the word. Write the page number of the story each
word comes from. Words go across or down. One is spelled backward.

1 MEN
■ HORSE ■ RUN ■ TURN ■ TARO ■
■ WILD ■ GLASS ■ TALL ■ RAIN ■ EAT

4

T
W
I
L
D
N

U
H
O
Z
H
U
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